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You simulate a metro tip here. The opportunity to be in the subway, to experience a digital trip - it is not often possible
to meet such a thing in games, but alas, there is no full-fledged metro trip simulator. In the simulator you can sit all the

way for more realism, and you can get up and walk around the car, watch how you move through the tonnels.
The carriage is very beautiful. In it you can touch all sorts of things, there is a physics of objects and even a connection

with the driver (but he will not answer).
The game has the option to travel in an empty car, as well as with several photo-realistic realistic npc - can be

configured at launch.
You can also optionally turn on the presence of a smartphone with 3 songs. With the smartphone is the physics of the

cable and headphones.
The game will suit not only those from cities, but also to those who do not have the subway in their place of living and

if for example you would like to take experience being a metro, but you don't have it in your village/small city - you can
buy the game for 1 dollar. The game costs almost as a train fare, very cheap, and unlike from the real journey - the ride
pass is for life, and you can adjust the absence of people. ride in the car in solitude, and everything is relaxed. When I

wanted to, I turned it on, I don’t need to go anywhere, even at 3 am I went for a ride stupidly from computer and that's
it.When I had enough I turned it off and continued to go about my business, no need to go get back home for three
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Specifications:

First person
Photoscanned NPCs
Character has a body

Great graphics
Russian inscriptions

Advanced physics
Headphones with a physically correct cable

Smartphone with 3 music tracks
Sounds of a trip on the subway

Interaction with objects
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Title: Metro Trip Simulator
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Kavkaz Sila Games
Publisher:
Kavkaz Sila Games
Release Date: 27 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Средней мощности

Graphics: GTX 660

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1092 MB available space

English,Russian
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10\/10 Russian Metro Simulator.

Found my finnish grandpa before the cold war. Sorry but i was just not a fan of this simulator.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=VAL7fXhIISA
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